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Oh No! Bugs! Is a casual arcade game where you squash bugs by pushing blocks. Play solo or with friends, locally or online!

- Fast-Paced Arcade Action
- Single Player, Local Coop, Online Coop

- 6 Level Themes With Many Level Layouts
- Customizable Tanks

Customize your tank and unlock new parts as you level up. Make your way into the dungeons where your mission is to squash all
the bugs! Each level theme has some special blocks that works differently, like bomb blocks, laser blocks and so on.
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Title: Oh No! Bugs!
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Doomster Entertainment
Publisher:
Doomster Entertainment
Release Date: 14 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: 7

Processor: AMD A10-7300

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Radeon R6

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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bugs bunny oh no. bugs bunny oh no you don't. oh there ain't no bugs on me

Why is it ok that peole are upvoting terrible game with no redeeming quality on steam just because they think it is funny? Don't
they realise that reviews were made for potential new players that are thinking about picking up the game? Sorry, but I refuse to
be a part of the herd since SAMOLIOTIK is a terrible product and there are thousand of similar titles on as flash games for
free.

SAMOLIOTIK is a lot of things, but sadly it is not a good game. When you start the game you are thrown into action without
any explanation or guidance but everything is easy to pick up.
Your only goal is to hold down left mouse button while moving your plane to shoot down enemies. After certain point amount
you are going to face level boss – basically a stationary huge square with no abilities that is blocking half of the screen – and
after you kill it you move into next level that is exactly the same thing with different background and look on enemies. There
are five levels in total and in each one of them you can pick a power up that lets you shoot three bullets at once, one that speeds
you up for and blurry your vision and one that makes two salvo of bullets for you.
When it comes other things that should be mentioned I have to say that soundtrack is more or less decent for the first time but it
repeats itself extremely quickly. Game has zero to non replay value since there is never anything new and you get will get bored
with it rather quickly. Only reason I see to pick this game is to get another “Perfect game” score with 100% achievements, since
that can be done in less than 10 minutes.

Overall I have to say that SAMOLIOTIK is played and feels like a student’s project and should had been published as a free
flash game.

. There is a lot to fix in this game, i hope you do so and i have posted a bit of feedback on your website..
I will leave a negative review for right now, but this might change in the future if the game updates!
(Needs developing). Aight mate this game is trash lol.. Garbage. That is all that can be said to describe this game. Garbage..
Great Game, it is what its advertised to be. In around 2003 Running with Scissors came out with sequel to a crazy game.. And
while it's definitely showing it's age, it is still awesome.. Many have tried to duplicate this game, but not one has come close to
the insanity of this game.. Now going on 16 years.. It's still tons of fun to play.. and yes it works fine on Windows 10.. City
Quest has a little more heart than at first look. Some writing prowess with very few dialog mistakes and dialog is not disjointed
either. It all flows well. Nice to have 4 paths to play with achievements as well.

It does have a lot of rude, crude humor so not child friendly.

You can see my video review and gameplay footage.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/y2J-4_wpFGA. The game started off a little bit bland and not entirely creepy, but the further into it you get
the creepier it becomes.
This was very good for a short, explore-a-creepy-house/basement kind of game.
You continuously travel to creepier areas, which was good for me.
The sound effects were pretty decent, (once again, started off a little bland but shortly into the game it got rather intense and
eerie).
You also have the option to get wasted as all ♥♥♥♥, like I'm going to die from alcohol poisoning style.

The dialogue was a bit awkward to read, as though it was poorly translated, some of it made little sense to me, rather humorous
at times.
The game crashed if I minimized it, and sometimes it lagged slightly, but other than that I didn't run into any gameplay issues.
The presented story was interesting but was not conclusive.

The game took about 45 minutes for me to complete, including me exploring the areas and admiring some of the cool scenery.
Good a few good scares out of it.

I would recommend waiting until this game is on sale, it's a pretty decent runthrough for less than a dollar.. This game is a
welcome addition to my evergrowing ZUP! library and it's worth your money, just like all the other games in the series. This
developer is dedicated to making products that may be easy to make but are fun in the best of ways.
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it's not a bad game. A mix of fast strategy and decisions, puzzle and luck. Visuals can become annoying when scoring a
keycombo or killing (it feels childish, but thats just my opinion). A nice story so far, but as usual, your enemy has always an
advantage.....always. Game hangs sometimes for a little moment (especially level loading or the extra visual comment by certain
actions). After a while, i get tired of it, because of the continuous disadvantages and my ships who don't do that much as the
enemy. But it is fun while it lasted. Btw, played with sound off, and my own music on :-). How can you make a game called
"Porn Studio" that feels more like work than fun? There are no naked girls and there is no sex. It's complete click bait. Did I
mention that there's no sex? I know, right?. Well, no.

Positive:

+ Good music
+ Colorful graphics
+ Some levels are well designed
+ Hm, let me think a little bit...

Negative:

- Story is wtf like
- Unfair placement of "special coins" sometimes
- Bad power ups, except the bee (and the turtle for world 3)
- No attack except jumping on heads
- You can't kill a fish?
- Enemies are ripped from Mario
- Bosses are a joke, as long as you have the bee upgrade
- Sometimes you can't even see where you have to go, because something is in the way of sight
- Insane achievements (collect one million coins, which would take several days of farming)
- No continue after beating the game and you have to reset the data, starting with 0 coins again
-+ BUT NOW YOU CAN PLAY AS ARGATHA!!!! HURRAY!!!

Well, everytime i was beginning to enjoy the game, it threw some\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665at me. It has
potential, but the ridiculous achievements were the last thing, that totaly ruined it for me. So,
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 it.. Interesting mix of a "rub the objects on the things to see if anything happens" adventure
style game and the hidden object game. Reasonable plot (though nothing to do with witches and warlocks beyond the
very modern lawyer complaining she has to become a witch to solve the murder case). Beyond the translation errors,
and outright bad instructions on at least one puzzle, the game has a critical loop-back flaw: you don't "clear" an area
until the next thing related to it needs to be found, so you need to do a hidden object game in the same scene twice
many times, which is annoying when you're trying to do a standard adventure-style plow forward and collect all the
items in your bag to use. Overly simplistic (things are helpfully labelled with things like "key for the front room box").
Completion achievement appears bugged. Overall, meh.. Its a tough review as the full game will not be released for
24-48 hours from release date. There are a handful of missions (Single Targets), where you are given a clue about the
individual and you either find and kill them, or fail and retry. Seems like it could be enjoyable, but that will depend on
what the full release looks like. All in all, the game shows promise.

1/25/2018
I am now changing my review to not recommended, as they have yet to release any additional content and we are well
past the 48 hours max time stated since day one of the release. Booooooo.

2/1/2018
My negative review was based on content in the first few days. Since its full release I have to say it's been better. I
sometimes seem to to spawn under the car instead if in it, but that point is moot. The game is enjoyable, worth a look at
in my book.

Spring Update! :
Hello, everyone! The time has come!
Dead Wishes has been updated with all of the bonus content from our Kickstarter, including:
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5 new sprite sets (side + original characters)
12 new CGS
24 new bonus chapters

The bonus CGs fill in the empty spaces in the GALLERY menu, and the bonus chapters are accessible from their respective
character's MEMORIES menu. The new CGs are scattered mid-routes, so you can take your time looking for them, or simply
skip through routes if you want to find them quickly.

Note: You may need to revisit the Ending 1's for characters to unlock the bonus chapters, but all you need to do (if you have
already unlocked those endings) is click on them in the MEMORIES tab. If you don't want to re-read, you can skip through the
quick menu.

We're really excited to bring this new content to you and hope you enjoy!. We're Live!:
Finally, we're live on Steam! Thank you to everyone for being so patient with us while we went through the paperwork.

If you have already bought the game on itch.io, you do not have to purchase the game again. We are waiting on a key request
from Steam, which should be completed in the next few days. All you have to do is go to your purchase page on itch.io and
claim your Steam key when it becomes available.
. And All Would Cry Beware! Dwarf Block S2ENGINE HD Dead Wishes PLEASE UNINSTALL, REINSTALL + BUG
FIX:
Hi guys! Coming at you with another update to address a couple of problems that have been brought to our attention.

If you encounter an error when trying to update the game, you need to UNINSTALL and REINSTALL the game. I'll explain
why below...

Players have been contacting us because when some of them updated their game about a week ago, all CGs and chapters were
unlocked, despite them not having read/seen these. This is a WINDOWS ONLY bug. We attempted to troubleshoot this issue
through numerous tests, one of which included uploading an entirely new depot+build combination of the game to Steam. This
means that you won't be able to update the game automatically - you'll need to uninstall the game and then reinstall it.
We are sorry for that inconvenience, but it was necessary in order to pinpoint the issue.

However, we got it sorted out! Unfortunately, there isn't anything we can do on our end to delete those chapters/CGs (we really
tried everything!), but it is quite easy to resolve in just a few moments.

One of our players/friend of the devs helped write up an easy guide if you'd like to delete that data. 

Additionally, we've begun the process of updating the 12 main character sprites. Originally, we were going to wait until all of
the sprites were finished before updating the Steam build, however the current build has new Ophelia sprites. Enjoy! We'll post
previews of the others on Twitter as we finish them.

If you have any questions or concerns, use our support email!
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